### Statistics Tutorial Lab Schedule (Spring 2019)

University Library Commons, Room 1113 Red

(See chart for details)

Tutors: Keean Amir-Razavian, Jiayue Li, Ruida Song, Ian Vasily, Jason Zhou

#### The Statistics Tutorial Lab's primary mission is to provide tutoring for the following courses:

* STAT:1010, Statistics and Society
* STAT:1020, Elementary Statistics and Inference
* STAT:1030, Statistics for Business
* STAT:2020, Probability & Statistics for Engineering & Physical Sciences

#### As a secondary mission, we also support other courses taught in the Statistics Department.

Tutorial Lab Director (Spring 2019 semester): Blake Whitten, Dept. of Statistics and Actuarial Science, blake-whitten@uiowa.edu, (319) 335-0647.